The telerobotic assembly of space-station components has become the method of choice for the International Space Station (ISS) because it offers a safe alternative to the more hazardous option of space walks. The disadvantage of telerobotic assembly is that it does not necessarily provide for direct arbitrary views of mating interfaces for the teleoperator. Unless cameras are present very close to the interface positions, such views must be generated graphically, based on calculated pose relationships derived from images. To assist in this photogrammetric pose estimation, circular targets, or spots, of high contrast have been affixed on each connecting module at carefully surveyed positions. The appearance of a subset of spots must form a constellation of specific relative positions in the incoming image stream in order for the docking to proceed. Spot positions are expressed in terms of their apparent centroids in an image. The precision of centroid estimation is required to be as fine as 1/20th pixel, in some cases. This paper presents an approach to spot centroid estimation using cross correlation between spot images and synthetic spot models of precise centration. Techniques for obtaining sub-pixel accuracy and for shadow and lighting irregularity compensation are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
This report documents the design and algorithms used in the machine-vision portion of the Spatial Perception of Targets (SPOT) application. SPOT is a laptop application designed and developed to automatically detect space station fiduciary targets (spots) and measure their centroids within images provided by shuttle flight cameras during Space Station assembly operations (Figure 1 ). The measured centroids are subsequently transferred to a geometric solution and Kalman filtering operation in order to establish precision 3-dimensional coordinate estimates for position and orientation of the payload module with respect to the berthing module. The platform targeted for SPOT is a laptop running Windows® 98 and having an Intel® Pentium® 166 processor. The code development has had to seek joint optimization in speed and memory management given the limited hardware resources.
The basis of centroid estimation in SPOT is to exploit an imaged target's radial symmetry, generate a model target centered within a small region of interest (ROI), correlate the same-sized ROI containing the imaged target against the model ROI, and treat the position of the correlation peak as a measure of the centration of the imaged target. The correlation processing used by SPOT is Fast-Fourier-transform 1 (FFT) based. By super-sampling in the frequency domain as described later, the correlation peak position can be estimated to sub-pixel accuracy within the ROI. FFT operations are highly processor-intensive. In recent years, Intel® has provided the Image Processing Library 2 (IPL) to code developers allowing access to certain functions, which have been highly optimized for use with Pentium-class processors. SPOT uses the IPL's implementation of the 2-dimensional FFT which involves the use of the "RCPack2D" formatting of transform coefficients in a two-dimensional array. Although the IPL accelerates the processing, the expressions and notations used in this paper will assume the use of a generic FFT library function and formatting.
At least four imaged targets per module are deemed necessary in ultimately estimating a 3-dimensional relative pose. The set of targets to be imaged are designated ahead of time for each flight. The operator will have rehearsed the operations necessary to bring the two modules close-enough together so that SPOT can detect and identify each of the targets and begin providing useful pose estimation.
TARGET GEOMETRY
SPOT uses correlation to detect and identify constellations of targets. The four or more crucial spots on the payload constitute one constellation. The four or more crucial spots on the berthing module constitute the other. A constellation is defined by the set of spots it contains as well as their apparent positions with respect to each other as imaged by a flight camera. A constellation is important for target detection because of its unique, predictable shape and appearance. A constellation of spots can be detected by correlating the image of a constellation with a synthetic image of a model constellation of the same shape. Once the constellation has been detected, it is a simple matter to identify each spot within the imaged constellation, since each spot in the model constellation is identified by definition. The absence, shadowing or obscuration of a spot that should appear in the field of view will degrade the correlation peak, but constellation detection is still possible.
We seek to provide centroid estimates for each spot target. The centroid estimates are to be elevation and azimuth values in the camera coordinate system that relate payload target positions to berthing target positions. Note that pixel positions from an imager represent unique elevation and azimuth values. The angular accuracy is required to be subpixel for this application. In order to determine apparent target centroids, we must first identify each target within the imager's field of view through a constellation matching process, and then determine the centroids by measuring relative offsets of individual targets in small regions of interest with respect to the positions of precisely-centered target models defined in equally-sized regions of interest. Naturally, all centroids must be re-expressed in terms of a shared image coordinate system before the relative pose between the modules can be estimated.
Both the target identification (through constellation matching) and the centroid estimation processes make use of correlation. As correlation is scale dependent, the dimensions of individual target models as well as of constellation models must be specified to moderate precision before attempting to match with actual imaged counterparts. The centroid estimates themselves are infinitesimal points and can be expected to show high accuracy, even if the dimensions of the individual targets differ by a few percentage points from those of the models. We thus set about estimating the apparent sizes and positions of the targets as viewed from the imager so that appropriate models can be generated. The modules of the targets or their spots will be identified with the notation "ti", which in practice, whenever it is necessary to make the distinction, is assigned to a module as "t1" or "t2", for payload or berthing, respectively.
TARGET MODELING
Each target is circular. The center disk of a target will be referred to as a "spot". The spots' apparent shapes as seen from a camera will be described with ellipse parameters. The image-processing portion of SPOT uses C++ objects to designate each spot and its parameters. Ultimately, the identities and apparent positions of each of the spots in image coordinates is passed out of the SPOT image-processing module to pose calculation and Kalman-filtering modules, which then provide 3-dimensional relative pose solutions and corresponding graphics to the operator. Within the context of the SPOT image-processing formulation, then, we will make no particular effort to discern between payload and berthing spots with our notation.
Although "expected" ellipse parameters a -major axis, b -minor axis, and ω − orientation of the major axis with respect to the horizontal will have been estimated based on design geometry, the apparent parameters of the objects of interest can vary as a function of the actual position of the payload relative to the imager (we have been assuming it to be at a nominal position), washout of the imaged spot as a result of intense reflected sunlight, as-built, deployed and pressurized modules taking on slightly different dimensions than the designed ones, etc. Therefore, a search for an optimal parameter set is employed during the centroid-estimation process, seeded by the parameters estimated from design geometry.
Given an array U ti which contains pixels from an ROI containing imaged target "ti", and another array V ti (α,β) containing a synthetic ellipse, which we call a Gaussian annulus, whose axes' dimensions are functions of parameters α (trial major axis) and β (trial minor axis), perform a search over α and β (ω given from geometry is accepted "as-is") to determine 
where ( )
, an array representing the results of correlating (defined below) U ti and V ti , is a function, here, of α and β. Let us further denote the array containing the optimum Gaussian annulus as
The array U ti consists of a square ROI from the original image I.
where [ ]
moffset noffset defines the row and column, respectively, of the upper left corner of the ROI for the detected target ti in the image I. The Gaussian annulus ( Figure 2 ) itself is composed as follows: Generate a "zerowidth" boundary of an ellipse and blur the boundary in the radial direction with respect to the ellipse center using a onedimensional Gaussian kernel. The position along the boundary of the ellipse with respect to its center is denoted rcurve, and the orientation of the major-axis of the ellipse is given from geometry as ω ti . We define a coordinate system for a small ROI in which the Gaussian annulus is to be centered. The ROI is sampled into the K (height) x L (width) array V ti [m,n] (i.e. indexed by row m, and column n, same dimensions as U ti ). Define auxiliary Cartesian variables 
( ) 
and Blur X , Blur Υ are empirical constants representing, respectively, the horizontal and vertical point spreads (in pixels) of the imaging system and are obtained by SPOT from the configuration file. Finally,
where polarity is a Boolean variable, WonB is asserted when a white spot is present against a black background, and BonW is asserted for the opposite condition.
TARGET DETECTION
For SPOT to be able to measure target centroids and make meaningful use of them, it must first find the targets and then identify them. This is an excellent opportunity to use FFT-based correlation. In fact, the SPOT team found that the simple generation of a synthetic spot constellation, and no other berthing or payload module features, provided a sound pattern against which a captured image of the module with the corresponding targets could be correlated for a pronounced correlation peak. This correlation peak at once gives indication of detection by its intensity relative to other features in the correlation plane, and the location of the constellation's center by its (the peak's) position in the correlation plane.
Generating a "matched" filter
In the digital frequency domain, correlation involves an element-by-element inner product between two arrays. Consider input image arrays f[] and g[] which are to be correlated. Let the Fourier transforms of f and g be represented as F and G, respectively. All images and transforms are dimensioned (2 m x2 n ) for fast (FFT) processing. In general, it is necessary to perform low-frequency (as opposed to sub-frequency) suppression so that the correlation depends more on edge (i.e. high-frequency) information than gray-scale gradients and non-uniformities internal to the spot, which might otherwise skew the position of the correlation peak from correctly measuring the offset between the geometric center of the test and model objects. In the case of SPOT, low frequency suppression generally means multiplying by zero all coefficients in F or G representing a "Euclidean" frequency of k min or less. That is (recalling that the Fourier domain involves periodic extensions that essentially make the maximal indices of the array to be adjacent to [0, 0] 
where the subscript "lfs" denotes "low-frequencies suppressed". The expression involving the radical above represents a Euclidean distance metric applied to the Fourier domain. The suppression can be applied to either the image transform or the model transform and will thus apply to the resulting "cross-spectrum" FG* as a result of the inner product process. 
which is to say, the matched filter is produced simply by changing the sign on the imaginary part of each element of G. The cross spectrum S and cross correlation R are given, respectively, by
The correlation peak is defined for SPOT as 
where poscor is a Boolean variable set in the configuration file. We also define the correlation peak positions within the array R as
Constellation Matching
Once the expected spot positions and dimensions have been predicted from geometry, it is a straight-forward process to generate a synthetic constellation representing the payload spots or the berthing spots. A convenient kernel for producing spot-like graphics is the Gabor function (Figure 1 ). In two dimensions, it can be expressed in the form 
The exponential term, a Gaussian, ensures that the function has a limited extent in both the direct domain (i.e. 2-D space) and the Fourier domain. The co-sinusoids ensure even symmetry and strong contrasts between the synthetic spot and its immediate background. For each spot ti, a grey-scale graphic, centered at az ti and el ti , is drawn upon a 512x512 (square regions most readily allow use of the FFT) synthetic image to be correlated against a work array WI containing the upper-left-justified, then upper-right-justified portions of the imaged 640x480 scene (Note: row 479, justified appropriately, from the captured image is repeated in the work array for rows 480 to 511). For SPOT, the actual Gabor function was formulated for the synthetic image SI (expressed as a 1-dimensional array) as follows: 
where offset is the difference in width between the captured image and the work array (e.g. 
Since the work array's height (512) is greater than that of the captured image (480) the rows 480-511 in the work array are duplicates of its own row 479. This duplication represents an attempt to avoid an unwanted discontinuity near the bottom of the work array image (although "wrap-around" discontinuities are present at the boundaries of all Fourierprocessed images, in general 
We then calculate the constellation-matching (cm) correlation peak position in the manner described before: 
With the SPOT setup, the peak generally occurs in the center region of the correlation plane. The peak position relative to a center reference then tells us where to find the constellation and thus each of its component targets in the captured image. In Figure 1 , the peak position is lower than center, since the imaged constellation is lower than the synthetic one. 
TARGET POSE ESTIMATION
Estimation of the relative pose relationship between the payload and berthing modules depends upon accurately measuring the centroids of each of the crucial spots in image coordinates. For each spot, a square ROI, usually 32 pixels x 32 pixels, containing the spot is extracted from a captured image. The position each of the ROIs is known from the spot detection process. The ROI is Fourier-transform processed to remove "sub-frequencies" (i.e. trends) and low frequencies. It is then correlated against a same-sized ROI containing an "edge-oriented" model spot (a Gaussian annulus). The correlation peak position specifies the position of the center of the imaged spot. The horizontal and vertical offsets of the ROI within the captured image, as well as the horizontal and vertical positions of the correlation peak are used to generate a centroid position for the spot in image coordinates. The centroid positions for all of the crucial spots are passed from the machine vision module to a 3-D pose solution and Kalman filter module.
Shadow and trend suppression
Once a (KxL) region of interest U ti has been captured, an effort is made to suppress shadows and trends (i.e. brightness gradients from left-to-right and/or from top-to-bottom). SPOT uses a method called Fourier sub-frequency suppression. An array twice the size of each dimension of U ti is allocated and specified as follows:
We take the Fourier transform
define two variables based on "sub-frequency" coefficients [ ] 
where sfthresh is some percentage of the D.C. intensity. The superscript "sfs" denotes "sub-frequency suppressed". In plain English, we are suppressing all of the coefficients having a 0 th or 1 st harmonic component, except for DC itself. The 1 st harmonic in this "double-sized" array is a "sub-frequency" of the original ROI. 
In the above expression, we recall that it is only necessary to copy the upper-left quadrant of the inverse-Fouriertransformed double-sized array. This process should be understood to be dealing with trends occurring across the entire ROI and not just within the spot itself. In the next section, we will be discussing low-frequency suppression, which involves setting to zero low-frequency coefficients that do exist within the resolution of the "single-sized" ROI array.
High-resolution Correlation and the Centroid Estimates
The correlation process as applied to centroid estimation in SPOT begins with the cross spectrum of the arrays containing the spot and optimal Gaussian annulus.
It is at this point that SPOT performs an intermediate processing step aimed at shifting to the center region the correlation peak in the associated correlation array, if the spot and model are both approximately aligned. Without the shift, the correlation peak would otherwise appear near one of the four corners, and would appear specifically at the upper-left corner if the spot was precisely centered in its ROI. The intermediate processing step is desirable because the spots are usually pretty well centered in their ROIs, the models are exactly centered, and a correlation peak is most directly meaningful if its position can be interpreted as the center of the spot. Furthermore, any regional analysis about the correlation peak can be performed more conveniently if the peak is centered rather than having to deal with a ROI distributed about four corners. It is a simple matter to shift the "origin" of the corresponding correlation plane from the upper-left corner to the center while we are still working in the frequency domain.
[ ] 
If the correlation peak were otherwise to be positioned at (row=0,col=0) in R, it will now be positioned at (K/2,L/2).
Our goal for obtaining high-resolution correlation peak locations in SPOT is to transfer all of the coefficients in S to essentially the same positions in two much larger frequency-domain arrays, initially filled with zeroes. The highresolution arrays in the transform domain are given by a Kx{L*zoom} "wide" array and a {K*zoom}xL "tall" array 
where zoom is a magnification factor, typically 32 set in the configuration file, and represents the desired increase in resolution. In both the wide and tall arrays, the gap, filled with zeroes not containing information from the original cross spectrum represents higher frequencies than those contained in the data and correspond to the ability in the associated correlation planes to sample at resolutions considered sub-pixel to the original resolution of the image date. The introduction of the sub-pixel resolution samples is called "super-sampling" since it allows much greater sampling density in a given region of an image field. We dispense with the "shift" and "suppression" notation at this point.
The inverse transforms of the large arrays will contain likenesses of the normal correlation plane, but "stretched" to have high horizontal or vertical resolution since the number of sample points will be much greater in one or the other of those dimensions. This "zooming" by use of super-sized arrays in the frequency domain takes advantage of sinusoids as interpolating functions. The positions of the correlation peak with the finer pixel resolution will be equivalent to specifying the position of the original correlation peak to sub-pixel accuracy and lead to the centroids [x hires , y hires ]. 
( )

RESULTS
This paper documents the portion of SPOT directly associated with machine vision. SPOT includes a Kalman filter portion, which knows the target geometry, and proceeds to accept or reject, based on constantly-updated error covariance matrices, the calculated centroid estimates from the machine vision portion. That estimate "editing", which forms an important part of SPOT's performance is not involved in the results to be presented here. What will be presented here are laboratory tests of the performance of the SPOT centroid estimation algorithm.
Precision of mechanical motion tracking
The initially devised algorithm leading to SPOT involved the correlation of an imaged machined button (painted flat black) with a synthetic image of a two-dimensional Gaussian, whose standard deviation was of the order of the size of the imaged button. The button, placed against a white metal plate on an optical composite translation stage was 0.5" in diameter, 7 pixels across in apparent (imaged) diameter, and was moved horizontally or vertically in 0.003" increments. The results, shown in Figures 3 and 4 , exhibit the strong sub-pixel sensitivity of the process. The slightly serpentine result in Figure 3 was thought to be a consequence of along-scan-line bandwidth limitations of RS-170 as well as correlation of error as a function of sub-pixel position due to grey-scale quantization (see Figures 6 and 7) . In another test, devised and implemented by SPOT team member Allen Brown, synthetically rendered spots of known centration were generated and passed on to SPOT to be regarded as "imaged" spots. A variety of rendered spot diameters were used. Gaussian annuli were generated by SPOT as the models against which to correlate. In this test, vertical and horizontal translations were generated simultaneously, giving an apparent 45-degree trajectory in 1/32 ndpixel increments. The following graphs show the results for this analysis: 
